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1. Abstract

Sustainable development is a kind of development which preserves life conditions for 
present generation without compromising ability of future generations for their own 
possibilities. There are certain human activates which represent real threat to 
sustainable future of humanity. 1  These problems stem for decades. The process of 
illegal constructing is one of those activities which threaten human future.  The 
problem needs an investigation of causality and activities undertaken to avoid 
common troubles within common lives.

Research about this fits into the legal framework of Serbian cadastre and urban policy. 
This research should illuminate basic consequences and possible solutions for major 
difficulties Serbian government deals with and those difficulties are closely related to 
problem of illegal construction. 

 Unfortunately, Serbia had a long and colorful history of illegal constructing activities 
which has been developed during nineties intensively.

When we look behind we can see the beginning of unauthorized building even at19 
century. Serbia had tragic history under Ottoman Empire.  That period is 
characterized by absence of any kind of regulations considering building and housing. 

Some of them occurred at the end of Turkish rule, but people then, were enthusiastic 
in disobeying them. Both rich classes as well as poor were deeply involved in 
building up unauthorized constructions.  A certain law had been engaged in regulating 
construction activities during the period of Kingdom of Serbia but most of the rules 

1 Council for Sustainable Development (2004) Sustainable Development, Making Choicesfor Our 
Future: an Invitation and Response Document, [online] Hong Kong:
Davison, J. (1990) Illegal Structures, in: Nield, S. and Sihombing, J. (ed.), Multi-storey Building 
Management, 43-58, Hong Kong: Hong Kong Law Journal.
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used to be the product of revolutionary actions were more like supplements of modern 
civil codification.2
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I truly hope this work will improve standards of modern life and give to people some 
indication and guidelines concerning the importance of obeying the rules.

This thesis is devoted to efforts to achieve modern standards of human habitation.

The problem of illegal building affects all segments of modern human life preventing 
people from having sustainable life conditions.

3.    Background/problem

2 Serbian Association of Urbanites (1997) Illegal construction in towns of Serbia, Belgrade 
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 The problem of illegal building is the content of this thesis. There are a lot of efforts 
that have been done in order to maintain this serious environmental problem. 
Numerous examples of illegal building have already been studied in many scientific 
reports. Brazil is one of the countries that struggle with the problem of slum 
settlement.  This is particularly evident in the capital Brasilia.3  There are many areas 
severely crowded by huge families situated in 100 sq feet. Despite some strategies 
adopted there are many unsolved problems related to access to water and sewerage 
system and solutions to these problems are difficult to find.

Modern urban cities in India and China4 are overcrowded with people locating from 
the rural areas looking for jobs and improved life conditions. Those two governments 
are faced with problems including water and sewage management, urban planning and 
removing shadow buildings.  Usually the problems of urbanization are closely 
connected to the political matters and politicians have a major role in improving as 
well as destroying efficiency of urban policy.

Developing countries of Eastern Europe have been in the process of transition for 
years. This is a specific phenomenon which results in the existence of numerous 
buildings constructed without purchasing legal allowances.

These illegal construction activities need to be kept under surveillance by the relevant 
local authorities. 

For example in India, the authorities undertook action in legitimizing illegal 
construction. In this case, fees are paid in order to achieve the main goals in the 
permanent struggle in accordance with the global epidemic of illegal building. Those 
actions which had been undertaken resulted in new rules of responsibility and new 
efforts will be made in order to put forward urban plans that were previously agreed 
upon.

The problem of illegal construction is tied with problems caused by lack of legislation 
and urban planning acts. This is particularly evident in transition countries which have 
no strictly regulated urban planning and development guidelines. 

3 Jerusalem Letter Viewpoints, THE GLOBAL EPIDEMIC OF ILLEGAL BUILDING AND 

DEMOLITIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR JERUSALEM, Just Reid Weiner, No. 498     13 Iyar 5763 

4Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau. (2001d) Government Determined to Tackle
Unauthorized Building Works. Press Release, Hong Kong: Hong Kong Specialinistrative Region 
Government.

4
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From that point of view, sustainable development as a process of creating equal 
environmental issues for everyone should be taken very seriously by governments, 
politicians and officials.

The enforcement policy on unauthorized building construction should be more 
efficient and policy tools should be equally distributed. So the next question that 
follows is what type of enforcement policy should be the most suitable and how to 
choose the most appropriate tools for implementing the policy.

The standard and design of unauthorized buildings is often very poor which makes the 
problem of illegal contracting even more complicated. 

But what should be done in order to prevent these distracting activities and what 
should be done to teach the people to think in a way for their own benefit?

I hope that this Master’s thesis has some of the answers or suggestions at least in 
order to address the problems outlined above.

4.   Aims of the thesis

 The aim of this research is to illustrate the huge problems with illegal building 
activities in the urbanization process of Serbia.

The fact is that illegal building work is not just a Serbian phenomenon.5 It is a serious 
problem that the rest of the world is struggling with. To find out possible sources of 
this problem, the reasons should be elaborated comprehensively and methodically.

This dissertation will focus on studying the existence of illegal construction in Serbia. 
Also urban policy related to the process as well as problems which occur due to 
implementation of the policy will be examined

The case study of this research will be constructions in National’s Park land where no 
construction license has been issued.

5.         Methods

5 Wing Shing Tang, (2006) Rural-urban transaction in China: illegal land us and construction, Whaley 
Inter Science, Asia Pacific View Point 43143-62
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           The main method which has been chosen here in this thesis is both a 
quantitative and qualitative method of investigation. This will be done through 
systematic literary review. Different theories and policy tools will be carefully 
examined. Also case studies will be included and interviews with the relevant 
property owners involved in illegal construction will be conducted.6

The empirical facts will be analyzed using the perspective of theoretical framework.

Possible problems can occur due to investigation of the practical issues relating to 
illegal construction e.g. participant’s unwillingness to give correct information or 
data.

Also government publications, statistics, official speeches and other internal 
documents will be included in this investigation.

The author is of the opinion that the combination of indicative and deductive method 
is most appropriate to be implemented in this kind of research. The reasons for this 
are:

• Research is never static
• Deductive method makes results  less contaminated  by our experience
• However  deductive method on the other hand can lock us into a theory 

through the making of assumptions

However in order to increase the validity and reliability of this research, statistics, and 
samples, as well as interviews were needed.

Possible human sources of information related to unauthorized building works shall 
be: owner, occupants, official’s papers, legislators, media, and professional bodies 
and interests groups.7

Finally, conclusions and theories will be the result of comprehensive monitoring of 
the illegal construction process.

6.             Hypothesis

6 How to write a scientific report 2009, Degree Project Master’s  Programme in Land Management
7 Serbian Association of Urbanites (1997) Illegal construction in towns of Serbia, Belgrade 
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1. Government policy is not consistent. Collectivistic  ideology remained 
perceived during last 50 years

2. The lack of planning documentation like general urban or regulative 
plans. 

3. Scientific and professional standards were not taken into account

4. Poor safety and security standards apply.

5. Modern Serbian cities are overcrowded by rural population which had 
been migrated searching for job opportunities.

6. Poverty and subculture undeniably play huge role in this destructive 
process.

7. The enforcement law trough the action of the court still has no effective 
tools to struggle with this dysfunctional scourge.

8. Globalization and lucrative nature of illegal building could be some of the 
reasons.

9. Costly procedure and poor structure of economic power of population 
also could be the reason for ignorance of law considering legalization of 
unauthorized building

10. Frequent economic changes resulted with  common sense of qualm

All of those possible sources of unauthorized building will be carefully explained in 
this work, through the numerous examples, and addressed to the institutions involved.

7.      Definition and limitations 

The main purpose of this thesis is to create a better understanding of the problems in 
the existing construction system in order to illuminate and make it more 
understandable, reliable and accurate/
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The first limitation I am faced with is the ignorance of law of most of the property 
owners. Therefore the quality and accuracy of information obtained from the owners 
is likely to be suspect and not accurate.

A literary review is the next suitable form for finding out irregularities in the law. The 
lack of codification results in the research work being more complicated and therefore 
more time consuming.

Finally, some of those findings sometimes can not provide us with answers why all 
parties in our community can not do more to provide sufficiently efficient methods 
towards developing a building care culture.

8.  Common facts

8.1. Facts about Serbia

          The first Serbian kingdom was created in 1170 a.d. by founder Stefan 
Nemanja. The official religion of Serbia kingdom founded 1219 a.d. Iwas Serbian 
Orthodox Church ruled by first canonized patron St. Sava.

           Serbian power was destroyed after Kosovo Battle 1389 and after that the 
Ottoman Empire took  complete control over Serbian land during almost 370 years. A 
lot of movements for Serbian independence under Ottoman rule resulted in several 
bloody fights led by national leaders.

The second curtail moment of Serbian history was First World War which also 
resulted in great loss in Serbian national fundament.  After Austro-Hungarian 
monarchy collapsed under the Slav movement, a new state was founded, which was 
called the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, also called the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia later on.

After the German occupation due to Second World War, the strong national resistance 
had taken place and second Yugoslavia was created with help of Soviet Union and 
Anglo Americans.

For the next fifty years Yugoslavia had been ruled by communist party and 
charismatic leader Tito who died 1980.
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Then wars started and Yugoslavia fell apart. Due to bloody civil war thousands and 
thousands people lost their homes, many of them were killed or heavily injured. This 
happened once more due to Kosovo crisis where NATO intervention took a place.

After this period Serbia was recognized by international bodies and General 
Assembly of United Nations.

The capital of Serbia is Belgrade. The Serbian National Assembly, a unicameral 
parliament is the law making body of Republic of Serbia.

Serbian economic progress is substantial but this transition period requires economic 
reforms which is a continuing challenge for Serbian Government. GDP of the country 
is now at a level comparable to year 1989.

8.2.   Governmental structure

The territorial order of Republic of Serbia is regulated by the Law of Territorial 
Organization and Local Self-Government. (”Zakon o teritorijalnoj organizaciji 
Republike Srbije ”)  Under the law municipalities, cities and settlements are the basic 
elements of territorial organization.

The government of Republic of Serbia is run by respective ministries within 29 
districts. For the part of urban planning and development the Ministry of Environment 
and spatial planning is respectively responsible.

Current Serbian government was formed on July 7 of 2008. Government’s main 
objective is for Serbia to gain EU candidate country status by the end of this year or at 
the beginning of next year, through the acceleration of economic and other reforms 
envisaged by the Stabilization and Association Agreement .8

Today Serbia succed to  brake down a ”visa wall” and to become equal memeber of 
the  Eorupian society.

8 Economic Commission for Europe (1996) Land Administration Guidelines – With Special Reference to 
Countries in Transition, United Nations, New York and Geneva
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8.3.   Position, Relief, Climate 

Serbia is located in the central part of Balkan Peninsula occupying an area of 88, 361 
sq.km. This part of Europe is an exceptionally important intersection of many 
international highways. The international roads and railways passing down its rivers 
and valleys make up the shortest link between Western and Central Europe, on the 
one side, and the Middle East, Asia and Africa on the other side. Northern Serbia is 
mainly flat, while its central and southern areas consist of highlands and mountains. 
The length of Serbia's border is 2.100 km.

Serbia is mainly an arable land, 27 per cent is forested.

Serbia is in the West European time zone (one hour ahead of Greenwich Time). Its 
climate is temperate continental, with a gradual transition between the four seasons of 
the year.

Natural sources of Republic of Serbia are: Coal, petroleum, natural gas, antimony, 
copper, lead, zinc, timber, bauxite, gold, silver, navigable rivers.9

   8.4.   Territorial organization

The capital of Serbia is Belgrade. Serbia  consists of two major regions, Vojvodina 
and Kosovo, and 29 districts.

It is a tendency for migration from rural areas to the big cities especially to Belgrade 
and one of most inconvenient issues is the problem of unauthorized building work. 
(UBW). Provinces in Serbia have been let to die in favor of  big town’s  rapid growth.

The official language in Serbia is Serbian spoken and written in Cyrillic but it can be 
done in Latin also.  The official church is  Orthodox Serbian church preserving 
Serbian beliefs and religious attitudes. 10

Territorial order in Serbia is regulated by the Law of territorial organization (“Zakon 
o teritorijalnoj organizaciji Republike Srbije” ).

9 http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/index.htm
10 Statistical Yearbook of Serbia 2008
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The majority of Serbian inhabitants are Serbs the rest are Muslims, Hungarian, 
Romanians, Albanians and others.

9. Legal and administrative system in Serbia 

In order to achieve European standards Serbia has done a lot in numerous fields like:

• Political changes

• Legislative changes

• Rapid changing of common ownership

• Introducing private ownership instead of favoring state ownership

• Land reformation etc.

                         During the communist period administrative systems were clearly 
centralized. The reforms of local authorities took place after the democratic elections. 
Most of urban facilities were subordinated to industrial needs.

                          The deputy Minister of regional development recently stated that the 
government adopted 223 recommendations for abolishing harmful bureaucratic 
regulations. The aim of this procedure is to simplify complicated regulations.11

The central legal act related to planning and construction is The Law on Planning and 
Construction (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, 47/2003 and 34/2006). 

                              The National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia has adopted the 
Law on State Survey and Cadastre on 31st August 2009. The Law on State Survey 
and Cadastre regulates technical activities and public administration activities related 
to state survey, real estate cadastre, utilities cadastre, basic geodetic tasks, address 

11 Economic Commission for Europe (1996) Land Administration Guidelines – With Special Reference to 
Countries in Transition, United Nations, New York and Geneva
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register, the sphere of work related to topography and mapping, estimating real estate 
value, geodetic and cadastral information system and the National Geospatial Data 
Infrastructure, and geodetic activities in engineering and technical sphere of work.

                              This  law is very important from the aspect of preventing 
unuthorised building work.

                            There are also  alot of recommendations carried out by respective 
governmental bodies,as well as instructions in order to implemet  current urban 
policy.

                              The rest of essential laws taken by National Assembly are more 
and less coordinated for the purpose of preventing illegal constractions.

                               In Britain for example some authores as Itai Sened argues that 
property rights are instituted trough the political process not trough the market 
regulations. In the process of implementations the rules which regulate individual 
rights there is always a big influence of buerouocracy.

Possible limitations of Serbian legislations

•  Weakness of enforcement of policy implementation
•  Lack of criminal provisions, not always clearly definied purpose of 

enforcement policy
•  Drawbacks arising from the implementation of enforcement policy.

9.1. Land administration and functioning

                           The legal framework of land administration in Serbia includes land 
register and real property register under the charge of Republic Geodetic Authorithy. 
The ownership can be registered in register of deeds but a kind of title system can be 
used alternatively. 
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                           The problem of illegal building work is closely related to real 
property register 12and activities considering surveying and registration of 
unauthorized building. In order to improve land distribution as well as real estate 
market, National Survey and Cadastre has improved those procedures which should 
provide state administration with factual and legal issues.

                         The new procedures, set up as on line land registration,implemented to 
be done as soon as possible in order to provide necessary control over urban 
development.

                        Spatial data considering buildings, dwellings and other settlements are 
already set up on 80% of Serbian territory, but for efficient maintaining and 
delimitation World Bank’s aid is still needed.

9.2. Physical planning system in Serbia

             The shortest possible definition of physical planning process would 
be: “Optimal disposition of people, goods and services, for its optimal use.“ 
Optimum and optimal disposition are two central issues related to the physical 
planning, but in reality human activities are variable quantities.

There is an interesting classification of urban designation made by Wing Shing Tang, 
(2006) Rural-urban transaction in China:

• Administrative status

• Population size

• Economic function (industrial and mining)

• Hukou (% of nonagricultural land

• Minority areas and special functions

• Population density

12 SSCR Law, "Zakon o državnom premeru i katastru i upisima prava na nepokretnostima", Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Serbia (OGRS) No. 83/92, 53/93, 67/93, 48/94, 12/96, 15/96, 34/2001, 
25/2002). 
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• GDP

Those criteria define urban policy of modern cities in China13

           Physical planning is a multidisciplinary process continuing under a 
wider sociological process; it is actually, the most efficient regulatory 
instrument within control of land use.

Most important physical planning documents in Serbia are:

• Common urban plans

• General urban plans

• Plans of general regulation

• Regulation plans (physical plans for cities and municipalities).

The Law of spatial planning and construction is a central issue of the 
process. 

                  The Law regulates, building planning, building constructing, building 
maintaining, the procedures for issuing building permits and so on. 

                  Physical plans make a hierarchic entity of documents. This entity contains 
several procedures:

• Production and design of physical planning

• Coordination of planning activities

• Coordination of productions of municipal physical planning

• Coordination  of  other’s  institution  activities  responsible  for 
physical planning process.

13 Wing Shing Tang, (2006) Rural-urban transaction in China: illegal land us and construction, Whaley 
Inter Science, Asia Pacific View Point 43143-62
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                   General urban plans are drafted for capital and other big cities mainly 
industrial  centers.  Plan  of  general  regulations  is  for  special  regions  with  special 
characteristics,  e.g.  National  Parks  or  small  settlements  instead  of  having  general 
urban plans.

                   What is mainly determined by those documents are principles and goals of 
spatial development. Most sufficient part of spatial development policy is land policy 
determined by closely related government policy.

                   The process of restoring of private ownership on land which is supported  
by  actual  government  policy  should  provide  betterments  in  constructing  and 
maintaining of buildings and dwellings. Although many activities could be controlled 
by  centralization,  the  question  remains,  how central  government  can  manage  the 
fragmentation of other activities taken by other subjects of developing process.

                  The luck of experience and personal interests results in slowing down the 
process of implementation of reforms needed. Countries like e.g. Sweden have well 
functioning Land Data Base. In transition countries like Serbia this process is still 
running. Inefficiency in planning and control has already caused damages in public 
interests and permanent losses.

                  There have been wrong determinations of locations which have also 
resulted  in  traffic  chaos,  land  register  disorder,  as  well  as  personal  disputes  in 
ordinary life.

 An example of physical planning hierarchy in Serbia is:14

14 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003, *article 38-40
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The  example  of  general  regulation  plan  of  city  of 
Bajina Basta.

Working  zones  are  covered  by  brown color,  in  real 
mostly attacked by illegal constructing.

 Public presentation of urban plans is required in order to preserve public opinion and 
to  introduce public  involvement  of relevant  actors  in  the process  of  planning  and 
urbanization.

Concluding remarks:

            Responsibility for construction, operation and financing of public facilities 
services is upon government.15

15 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003, *article 38-40
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            Municipality is responsible for public spaces in detailed plan. Water supply 
and sewerage are mostly managed by municipality. Power supply is financed mainly 
by users, generally takes the form of connection charge and annual fix charge.16

           For the last few years developers has taken over the process of detailed 
planning through the form of urbanization projects, but streets are mainly regulated by 
local governments.

The implementation of physical plans through the urbanization procedure can be more 
effective if those plans would be created in short time period, and if bureaucracy 
should pay attention on what skilled professionals have to say.

Building rules are contained in the Law of planning and construction. They describe 
elements like the permissible, shape and size of the object, the distance from the main 
constructing line, etc.

16 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003, 38/2009*Article 29.
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9.3.1. Provisions related to building permit

 the content of building permit

There is a barded. sic rule before any procedure of getting building permits has 
started. Considering existing detailed developed plan the procedure starts with 
urbanity project issued by department for urban development. Some of requirements 
need to be met in order to urbanity project being proved. Some of those are location 
permits, which includes the extract form regulation plans. Location permit usually 
defines: 

• Shape and size of the building plot,
• Purpose of the building,
• Building size and area,
• Location of the building on the plot,
• Building shape,
• Plot arrangement,
• Type and conditions for connecting the building to the infrastructure,
• Measures for environment protection,
• Other data necessary for the building and plot arrangement.

Building permit confirms that the main project is drawn up according to the 
conditions that building on certain location must fulfill.  The Ministry responsible for 
issuing building permit should carry out the permit no later than 60 days after the 
application   is received. Those permits are usually issued for construction on specific 
areas like National parks or for defense purposes.

On the local level the municipality official is responsible for issuing the building 
permit.
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The new issues which Law of urban planning regulates are related to the legal 
transformation of common land to the private land, which is a sufficient intention of 
current government. The owner of developed land is titled to request to get the state 
land into private ownership.17

The inefficiency of local government as well as slow procedure is the major problem, 
investors face. So sometimes there is more than 60 days needed for getting permit, but 
also the ignorance on the side of investors can cause lot a  of disputes in the 
procedure. The municipality Council has enforcement power in this case.

 The Building permits ceases to be valid if the building activities do not start within 
two years after the approval of the building permit.

10. Illegal constructions in Serbia

10.1. Housing policy during socialist time in Serbia

Consequently construction policy in socialist period (1945-1990) has been analyzed 
as relevant for further on implementation of post-socialist housing policy 
transformation.

During the socialist period the administrative system was highly regulated by the 
state.  The state was on the other hand controlled by Communist party. All regulations 
considering construction and development, principles and outcomes were heavily 
dependent of recommendations created by Communist party.  So centralization of 
industry and politics had been resulted in poor quality of urbanization.18

17 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003, *article 101-106
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Yugoslav housing policy belonged to the East European housing model under 
socialism, which has now collapsed. The unstable nature of post communist politics 
has declined the process of administrative reforms. The problem of illegal 
construction is inherited from the period of communist rule, and it is caused by 
migration process from rural areas to urban settlements.

Former Yugoslavia has a long tradition of land development, but during the war days 
many of reached patterns are significantly devastated. But sincerely, illegal building 
work had started long before transition period. It has phenomena occurred due sixties. 
At that time illegal construction did not represent dangers to basic social goals in 
terms of way of manners,

 The content of these phenomena has become huge, but still within acceptable limits. 
For example one of the largest cities in Serbia named Nis has got 30000 unauthorized 
buildings and that was happened due to last fifty years. 

By the time it becomes a serious problem in the way of the manner, considering local 
circumstances, mentality and habits. So efficiency of government institutions is 
questionable. The legalization of illegal constructions trough the procedure of 
subsequent acquiring of building permits, has he aim to prevent further expansion of 
unauthorized building. It has never been achieved. Governmental agencies and 
institutions have no clue how to fight with phenomena of illegal building but the 
consequences requires an action.

The author of this research applied certain investigative techniques, particularly using 
literary review in order to derive the most important legal issues implemented in the 
law. During 2003 certain regulative were done to introduce a new approach to the 
problem of unauthorized building. So the government proposed the Law of planning 
and constructing and National Assembly of Republic of Serbia adopted it.

But the new problem with introducing this Law came up soon. Because the people did 
not understand the reasons and objectives of urban planning the law has been violated.

If the people understand the reasons for urban planning and construction they would 
be far less likely to violate legal construction standards. In that case the role of the 

18 Zagorac.Z (1999) Illegal construction in Belgrade and prospects for urban development planning, City 
Planning Institute, Belgrade City administration, Republic of Serbia Yugoslavia 
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court should be more sufficient, in the sense to prevent intentions of unauthorized 
building activities. But in Serbia not more then 1% of illegal building cases are 
processed and that kind of procedure requires broad knowledge and very skilled 
judges.

The cities are important because of what flows trough them. As centers of production 
and consumption they are connected with many aspects of human activities and that 
kind of network is  a conceptual framework of viewing the cities.19

Impact of globalization is huge and unavoidable, in other words there are a lot of 
pressures on cities, which can result with overpopulation and urban chaos. The 
problem will be discussed in some of next chapters.

Anyway some individuals will always inevitably disregard the law.

Private ownership has long tradition in Serbia, but the way, how control over private 
ownership was managed, is not always comprehensive and effective. There is of 
course specific problem that occurred after army conflict in Kosovo due to 1999. 
According to internal sources Kosovo new government has numerous problems 
related to the unauthorized building in the city of Pristina. Overcrowding, polluting, 
urban decay are just some of the problems Pristine the capital of Kosovo face with. 
The local government has done a little to address those problems. Decades of neglects 
let ex part of Serbia in urban degradation.

There are numerous attempts to prevent illegal constructing activities, but close local 
strings as well as strong national tradition made that all efforts for legal framework to 
be set up make these attempts pointless.

So, several political factors and decision play a significant role in creation of the 
problem of illegal building.  During to sixties and seventies labor market was 
demanding and lot of men migrated from rural areas to big cities and took the jobs 
there. They had no place to live in, so they started to build their homes in every 
accessible place. During to last decade Serbia is faced with huge economic crises, and 
urban devastation, caused by poorly planned growth20. 

19 http://globalisation-and-the-environment.blogspot.com/2010/04/4th-world-congress-of-environmental-
and.html Thursday, April 15, 2010

20 Serbian Association of Urbanites (1997) Illegal construction in towns of Serbia, Belgrade 
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The reasons for this are:

• Urban and development norms are not valued

• Other person’s rights aren’t respected

• Most of  the valuable arable parcels were unavoidable devastated

• Safety standards haven’t been met

• Even graveyards are subsequently attacked by unauthorized building.

It is doubtable that Serbian Government is equipped to fight back against 
unauthorized building work.

Civic influence is kind of importance in planning matters. Those who live in a certain 
area should also have a special right to influence urban design. Then influence can be 
limited at detailed planning level. In Serbia civic influence is preserved through the 
public exhibition of physical plans.

In formal sense, the influence open to property owners could be acknowledged 
through the right of consultation and appeal.

10.2. Globalization and related consequences 

As a permanent process globalization extremely changes the faces of the cities. 
Economic and social composition of big cities has been permanently changed these 
days. Broaden economic forces certainly figurate urban structures on the cities.
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For example due to late seventies urban slum well known as “favela” spread over the 
capital of Brazil, Brasilia. But economic boom was followed by precarious 
21infrastructure and public services. The consequences are irregularly shaped and 
sized plots and irregularly houses built up . We could say that the process of 
globalization and international nature of economy influenced unauthorized building 
very much.  Refers to Jessop (199,2000) the illogic(s) of e globalization as attempt of 
capitalism to create single world market, can have contradictions of itself, with 
reproductive requirements that can be achieved.  However globalization is not a single 
force.

There is a common agreement that technology has contributed to the much easier 
communication via air transportation or internet links, so the movement around.

Since the twenty century started, rapid growth of urban population had caused lot of 
infrastructure delays, especially in the cities with quick industrialization. Slum 
settlements are not rare feature any more. Big cities like the capitals of overpopulated 
countries, suffer of luck of urban plots, well regulated sewerage and electric utilities. 
There is a riskiness of deceases always presented.

“Globalization” refers to international agreements which eliminate barriers to trade 
and cash flow. Inexpensive labor and production costs have caused massive migration 
to the urban centers and rapid industrialization. Poor life conditions were presented 
and spread over the cities and urban or architecting standards haven’t been met 
usually. The key word is “sustainable development“, means using the options for 
sustainable development, in a way to preserve human progress and equity.  Debates 
on globalization often fail to pay attention on remedies of human housing. How to 
eliminate those remedies? More options have to be taken under the consideration. 
Environmentally friendly housing is perhaps one of the solutions.

The inflow of foreign capital often strains the local production and creates demand for 
goods that were not previously available. 

Considering the situation in Serbia we could say that globalization has no such  effect 
in  the sense of massive growth of urbanization, but having this in mind we could also 
21Jerusalem Letter Viewpoints, THE GLOBAL EPIDEMIC OF ILLEGAL BUILDING AND 
DEMOLITIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR JERUSALEM, Just Reid Weiner, No. 498     13 Iyar 5763 Law 
on State Land Survey, Cadastre, and Registration of Rights on Real Property
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such that rural areas are no longer attractive for living, and the pressure of migrants to 
the big cities, can be expected.

To have  a clearer picture of  the influence of globalization we should look into many 
of events which show us how fast industrialization make living condition changeable.

10.3. The history of illegal construction in Serbia

There is a huge problem with social deviation, that has been existing in Serbia for a 
long time, especially after  the transition period is started to apply. Carrying out this 
trouble requires all social forces to be mobilized. Actual level of corruption can only 
be speculated, but it seams to be rather high.

In the situation when a man has no shelter to live in and no money to pay rather high 
rents, he usually starts to build small house on the plot he poses, without getting 
building permit first. Naturally the procedure for getting the building permit is time 
consuming and costly.

In order to purchase the building permit, a person has to get register file issued by 
Republic Geodetic office, with all necessary data considering position, shape, size and 
purpose of  the land plot. Also existing land rights has been notified, because register 
file contains draft of the parcel as well as landownership rights,22

For many of property owners those things are completely unknown. They are not 
adequately informed about their rights and obligations. In the rural areas the luck of 
information as well as poor substance of the knowledge can cause misunderstanding 
and disputes between property owners and local government.

The next step in the procedure of getting permit is issuing location permit, which is 
defined by the Law of planning and building. In practice most of illegal constructors 
usually settle the object at the place where they think it is most appropriate. 

22 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003,38/2009 *
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   The pattern of the object  with the distance of 0,6 
from  the main road.

After getting location permit, the investor should start the procedure of getting 
building permit. Then procedure becomes more complicated with existing three sorts 
of project needed, like: General project, Idea project as well as Main project.

The investor who does not meet these projects usually starts to build up the building 
without purchasing any valuable project or consultations with available officials23. 
During the constructing process the investor can make changes on building without 
granting new permission, in spite of fact that for any part of building new permit is 
needed.

Having this in mind we could say that the illegal construction work is   wildly spread 
phenomena and reasons for that originally start from historical, economical or social 
reasons. 

23 Krtalic, V(2006).:  Unathouriyed building,reasons and qonsequences  (Bespravna gradnja, uzroci i  
posljedice), Noviinformator,*br. 5418 od 8. veljace 2006.
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  The pattern  of extended building without  

proper permit.

A lot of administrative procedures usually makes people very nervous and anxious. 
Local government is helpless to prevent numerous of attempt of illegal building, and 
the final result is poor maintained urban regulations.

The one of the largest cities in Serbia named Nis has 30000 unauthorized buildings all 
constructed within last sixties years. During the time it has become serious social 
problem in a way of manner, considering local circumstances, mentality and habits. 

All activities in order to prevent unauthorized building work have started since 2003, 
and lot of efforts have been done, but efficiency is still low.

10.4. Illegal construction on arable land

Agricultural land in Serbia is classified into the following crop - types: tilled ground, 
garden, orchard, vineyard, meadow, grazing field, forest and reed-patch swamp. A 
land that may not be used in agriculture and forestry is classified as infertile

The Property Tax Law ("Zakon o porezima na imovinu", OGRS No. 26/01, 45/02, 
80/02, 135/04) defines the meaning of property tax, the amount of tax to be paid and 
way of paying the tax.

What people here is to try to avoid are to decline paying of the taxes like inheritance 
or gift tax, or absolute rights transfer tax. Property registers contains no available facts 
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about ownership rights, and investors sometimes buy land but don finish the register 
procedure, especially in rural areas.

In rural areas 90% of objects have no building permit. The reason for this, probably 
lays in the facts that property owners consider building activates as personal matters, 
as well as land is personal of their own.

            The consequence is an enormous number of buildings settled on arable land.

 Unauthorized building on the agricultural 
field.

The fact is, because of insufficient exploitation of arable land, more and more 
valuable land funds are devastated.

Government has no efficient policy to respond such devastation, because last 
privatization of public land was done in favor of few rich men.

But there are certain activities regulated by the law which forbid contraction activities 
on agricultural land of I, II, III, and IV class. The change is possible where pubic 
interest is bigger then private, (e.g. building of roads or railways or protection of 
water sources etc) (Article 7 of the Law of Agricultural land). i
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In northern part of Serbia, named Vojvodina there is a huge bank of arable land. 

At the early stage of communist era, that land had been expropriated and 
nationalization was done, before common enterprises started to work on land.

After last privatization many private companies took over management of these 
enterprises.24

10.5. Illegal construction on public land

The other form of abusing valuable arable land considering unauthorized building 
work is construction of big shopping malls, which is driven by big monopolistic 
interests. Then we come to the next problem of usurpation of public spaces.

The history of political decisions tells us that unskilled politicians was mainly 
involved in the decision making process, especially in area of urban planning and in 
the more industrialized towns.  Many regions have no good regulation plans which 
usually open up the room for corruption.

Last case is constructing of gerontology center in Valjevo on 1,7 ha of public land 
without getting building permit and without paying administrative costs. An earlier 
analysis should have made clear that judicial proceedings failed to apply. Then the 
next question rises up, how does the procedure appear in term of efficiency?

High level of administrative costs directly and indirectly keeps investors out of the 
legal procedures. Also project documentation is very often incomplete. When the land 
is state owned then many possible conflicts of interests must be taken under the 
consideration.

After all, environmental aspects of life in the cities overcrowded with inadequate 
objects could be very problematic. One of the major most controversial policies is to 
allow an increase of tall buildings. Then problem with public facilities limitations 
becomes unavoidable. One of possible difficulties local governments face with, in 
overcrowded cities, is integrated, sustainable transport strategy.  

24 Law on Privatization ("Zakon o privatizaciji"), OGRS, No. 38/01, 18/03*
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10.6. Illegal construction on National Park’s land

Environmentally hazard activities in National parks are closely related to 
unauthorized building work. 

National parks of Serbia are among most beautiful in the world. Many of them like 
Djerdap, Tara or Kopaonik are famous forest regions in Europe. Fruska Gora e.g. 
encloses 17 monasteries from the 15th and 16th century.25

For the last decades those areas have become very interesting for investors willing to 
build summer houses or hotels for tourists. National parks are seriously attacked by 
illegal constructing and it has great impacts on natural sources. 

The law of planning and construction strictly regulates those activities as 
environmentally hazards, treats them hard, but in the chain of public institutions there 
are some structures who failed to regulate this serious adverse of law.

In order to prevent adverse effects on natural resources residential buildings must 
satisfy certain basic requirements. This is regulated by special regulation plans on the 
local level. Building permit is going to be issued by local government. But for 
erecting new buildings special permit from the government is needed. But villages are 
becoming less attractive places in which to live. Then property owners are more 
willing to build up summer houses on their land. The question is, where in the 
National Park? In Serbia fragmented land is permanently owned by property owners 
and their heirs.

To build up the house on this sort of land you need to have a well  shaped parcel or 
you have to do reallotment . The procedure is time consuming and costly. Here we 
come to the next problem like duplicated procedures, conflicts with other authorities 
in action etc.

The low level of information, the lack of knowledge and objectivity are some of 
possible sources of misunderstanding. How to explain the numerous  illegal buildings 
in Natural parks and reserves?  Are possibilities of negotiation between landowners 
and decision-maker augmented? What is the role of judges?  The main responsibility 

25 According to the Law of National parks any kind of construction is strictly regulated 
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for minor criminal cases is up on county Courts.26 There is lot of questions to be 
answered.

Certain provisions are clearly defined considering illegal building in National Parks. 
As designated area maintained for purpose of conservation natural recourses National 
Park is protected of any dangerous activities like environmental hazard activities as 
well as unauthorized building. 

The Law of planning and building contains provisions considering illegal construction 
on such a land. Investors should not build  before he gets a permit. But in real large 
part of National park land is attacked by illegal construction, mainly because of 
attractive locations and environmental attractions.

Many summer houses have been built without acquiring building permit in spite of 
the fact that in National Parks, special rules apply. But it looks that nobody cares.

The land those actions have been taken on, is often state owned, which this problem 
makes more complicated. Those who are suppose to prevent illegal construction have 
summer houses on such a land, or they make deals with customers. The price of land 
in such a designated area is pretty high and landowners speculate with customers.

For example National Park “Tara” was declared 1981 and this Park contains a group 
of mountain peaks, caves, and rare endemic spaces in large band of the river Drina. 
Here we come to the problem of poor infrastructure access to the summer houses. 
Sewerage and water system does not exist in  the sense to provide people with healthy 
useful water, but day by day the number of unauthorized building still grows up. The 
question still remains, who failed with applying the rules. Since last few years 
municipality are responsible for maintain this area, but after political changes republic 
authorities took over maintenance of National Parks.

The procedure for getting location permit and building permit is pretty much 
complicated, subsequent centralization makes things even worse, and new 
development strategy considering illegal building is evidently needed.

26   Article 13 of the Law on Organization of the Courts
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The author of this work suggests stronger penalty policy and more effective 
decentralization in favor of local authorities. The inspector in charge should act like a 
repressive organ, not like administrator.

The author has several in-death interviews with Construction Building Inspector of 
the city of Bajina Bašta, where National Park “Tara” is situated and following can be 
concluded:

• The procedure for getting building permit is very complicated according to the 
law.

• The costs for getting all necessary allowances are high and for ordinary people 
demanding.

• Executive acts taken by inspectors can not be forced, because interfering of 
local power elites is unavoidable.

The fact is that conflict resolution mechanism failed. 

There is another designated area named National Park “Uvac” also known as a 
very attractive weekend settlement.. During the first decades of last century it was 
highly undeveloped area, with poor population and low density and  mostly 
mixture nationalities

                  The area had been developed through the process of timber exploitation, 
Industrialization and electrification due the communist rule made this part of  the 
country attractive to investors. More then 200 unauthorized buildings were erected 
there, according to “white book of illegal construction in National Parks” published 
by Ministry of environment. About 17 were judicially processed, the restore still 
under processing.

The consequences of illegal building in National Parks are devastating. 
Fauna and flora protection areas are risked to be plundered, especially white-
headed eagle habitats. Natural monuments are also attacked by illegal 
construction, their beauty as well as their remarkable characteristics.

A special sort of illegal building work on water surface in designated area of 
national parks also occurs, like lake-dwellings, cabins or other inadequate 
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constructions. Builders usually develop inconvenient constructions. Most of them 
do not fulfill common standards.

Can undesirable results be prevented?  They can be, if local elite like former 
majors, demolish dwellings of their own.

 Unauthorized lake-dwellings on 

Perucac lake

Environmental policy of Serbian government is forcible and concentrated on 
preservation of natural recourses, but people violet restrictions. The owners of land 
within the National Parks are angry because they have to pay taxes on value/yield of 
property but they can not sell the property because of contractual restrictions. Then 
we come up to the question: what about owner’s right to change the use of land? 

Basically changes can be divided into three categories: 

1) construction of new building, 

2)  extension, or adaptation   on existing building, 

3) demolition of a building.

In designated areas like National Parks every work on existing building comes under 
extensive official control.  Rental housing properties are under special examinations. 
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The Spatial Development Strategy for Serbia contains long terms objectives 
considering economic, social, ecological, cultural and historical development. A 
general remark can be given up to now, for implementation of some newly enacted 
laws.

 Illegal extension of previous building

Due to communist rule land was acquired by compulsory purchase and expropriation 
act. Lot of valuable land in National Park “Tara” was expropriated for military 
purpose. The right of compulsory purchase is all vested in the State and municipality. 
There were a lot of disputes between ex property owners and municipality as well as 
the State about land use and restrictions. Last few years land was upgraded from 
undeveloped to undeveloped building land which drove prices of land up. 

 Unauthorized building  on public water

Conclusions:

The reasons for existing unauthorized building in designated areas of national parks 
could be:

• There is no clear distinguish between state or public land and private land

• It has already been made clear that property owners on such restricted land are 
not willing to accept certain restrictions on their rights to use the property

• Unavoidable influence of the numerous regulations and overlay of charges.
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•  Finally we should consider local habits and mentality as disturbing factor in 
land policy.

 10.7. Illegal construction in urban areas

Political structures in eastern countries are still in  a state of flux. An early stage of 
development and the system that existed before the change to communism has 
something in common. That is historical link with Austria and Germany. 

Turkish rule left some paragraphs which the royal government of Serbia used in 
registration of land rights. Legal institutions are still transitional, and political stability 
is required to pass complicated new legislation. Urban cities are particularly sensitive 
on market-oriented planning system. 

First step to establish a land market is the process of restitution, which is a kind of 
slow and difficult process. From the urban aspect of the problem this is very 
important issue, because most of the former landowners are eager to get their valuable 
land back. The law of restitution has not been adopted yet, and a possible reason for 
that could be the lack of financial resources and available services. We can say that 
most of the urban parcels in big cities are still state-owned. 

Possible long term goals like contributing to economic efficiency, protecting 
environment and meeting og social needs can not be achieved without well regulated 
urban planning and development.

The issue of decentralization of Serbia is not a simple one. It takes a lot of formal 
legal responsibilities and political and financial resources.

The plan’s fundamental weakness is diffusion of responsibilities and institutional 
diversity. There are a lot of drawbacks which makes the objectives almost 
unapproachable. 

The biggest city in Serbia is the capital with two million inhabitants most of them 
settled in inadequate settlements, mostly because of the same inadequate housing 
policy during the past 60 years. Central planning system provided insufficient process 
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of urbanization, poor infrastructure and created lot of disputes between central and 
local governments. 27

Belgrade is a overcrowded place with many illegal dwellings and poor constructing 
management. During the time it becomes a serious social problem in the way of the 
manner considering local circumstances, mentality and habits. Because of huge 
impact of globalization the pressure onto capital is almost unavoidable and it all leads 
to urban chaos and disorientation. Physical demand for change exists on hall space, 
covered or not covered by plans.

Urban areas in developing countries have often collapsed under the pressure of 
migration. That is kind of destiny for capital of Serbia named Belgrade Public 
services are helpless to keep urbanization under control. Overpopulation reflects 
existing last antagonism between rural and urban areas.

There are numerous attempts to prevent unauthorized building in Belgrade, but strong 
family relationships and impact of ideology adverse all efforts to set up efficient 
urban policy.

Local government is devoted to revelation of existing problems but it is still not 
enough. It is obvious that fundamental transport strategy is also needed. All of those 
facilities built up due to last decade can not be fully functioning without good buses 
and railway services. Major transport infrastructure projects are also adverted with 
unauthorized building work in the capital. Then we come to the institutional diversity 
as one of the major problem local government face. There are three levels of 
institutional rule in  the capital: republic level, city level and municipality level. To 
make an adjustment of all of those levels supplementary provisions are needed. Then 
private sector is deeply involved in the process of fulfillment of urbanization projects. 

The city of Belgrade is especially exposed to illegal activities considering building 
mainly because of enormous value of the land28. Assessments of land value shows that 

27 Board of Belgrade City Assembly (1998) internal data on illegal construction in Belgrade, Department for legal status, 

ownership and urban land use, Belgrade, January. 
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locations become more and more valuable with every change of urban plans and 
strategy.

Compared to the other big cities like those in Brazil or India, we can say that Belgrade 
has no illegal occupants on state land, because strict implementation policy has been 
applied. For example in Brasilia, the capital of Brazil illegal constructions were done 
on illegally occupied land. 

Sustainable development of big cities in Serbia requires well controlled transfer of 
state-owned land to the private urban land. It should be achieved when provisions of 
Law of planning and construction acquire force of law.  Most of private ownership on 
land could be restored under the law. Investors are more willing to start enterprises on 
the land when ownership is well regulated.

There are several locations in the capital declared as a cultural reserve in order to 
protect valuable landscape from the cultural point of view.

There can be significant conflict of specific individual or collective interests in the 
strategy of amendment of existing old buildings in capital. Most of those buildings 
have already been sold in the process of transformation of common ownership into 
private ownership. New owners are eager to reconstruct those old buildings.

Most of those buildings are situated in attractive parts of the town and profitability is 
main issue to be achieved.

The population in Belgrade in 1950 was 380 000, today it is almost 2 million. Due to 
war times in nineties every institution collapsed. Every part of the town, form 
peripheries to urban rearm was a kind of construction field, where population daring 
to improvise. Cardboard and boxes on the streets and kiosks used to be typical scene 
of every day life. Kitschy villas of new controversial rich men and self – building 
housing were direct result of internationally imposed sanctions.

28 Krtalic, V.(1997):  Estimation of the value of developed land (Utvrdjivanje vrijednosti gradjevnog 
zemljišta. Codification of artcals of round the table, Zagreb, prosinac 1997 uorganizaciji Urbanistickog 
instituta Hrvatske. d.d., Zagreb)
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With introduction of  the new planning and building law 2003, there was given a new 
possibility to legalize, buildings previously built without permit. It is estimated that in 
Serbia there are over one million illegal buildings, allegedly 100 000 in Belgrade 
alone.

An example of completely illegal housing settlement is Kaludjerica periphery of 
Belgrade, serving 700 000 inhabitants. There were 350 000 applications for 
registration and only 4, 5 % have been processed.29 

The reasons for this lay in unsettled statutory property law and in high fees involved.30 

The main goal of urban policy is to let buildings which can not be integrated into 
urban plans to be demolished.

What remains as a specific problem is illegal building extension and appendages. For 
example, some rich man purchases an old building in downtown and he plans to make 
a commercial center of it. For getting project documentation and building permit he 
needs to meet some provisions of law and he tries to avoid this.

This problem is caused by inadequate enforcement policy, which is a problem that 
shall be discussed further on. The quality of constructing is regularly poor, and site 
workers are very often imposed to serious endures. Construction companies usually 
use cheaper material in order to avoid high construction costs, so safety provisions 
aren’t met.

The fact is penalty must be applied for such irresponsible procedures. Sometimes the 
approval is linked with political willing not with statutory provisions.

Temporary construction permits were introduced due to eighties. Very quickly those 
permits started to be abused, for totally different purposes. If we want to ask ourselves 
“What is the purpose of these permits”, we could find an answer in scarcity of urban 
guidelines.

29 Zagorac.Z (1999) Illegal construction in Belgrade and prospects for urban development planning, City 
Planning Institute, Belgrade City administration, Republic of Serbia Yugoslavia 

30 Law on General Administrative Procedure ("Zakon o opštem upravnom postupku"), OGY, No. 33/97, 
31/2001
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The constructions build upon existing house are always a special problem that the city 
deals with.

In order to reduce building costs, many of the investors avoid safety standards due to 
extensions and adoptions of existing building. Many of the upgraded building haven’t 
been tested on safety standards. The question is what building inspectors would do, if 
there were some interests involved in reconstruction of building?

Then most important developed concepts were carried out without previous 
consultations with respectable planners and experts, which consequently cause 
unnecessary relocations and disputes.

We can often hear “I am not responsible for this situation”. Then we can say that 
invisible power rules instead of public power.  The question is what about concepts 
and designs which have already developed due to 19th centaury?  Anyway those 
projects are still valuable, made with love and devotion.

Absolute power of political elites made us to believe that every man with money and 
great expectations can build the way he wants.  But is there any institution capable to 
prevent such imprudent process?

The author made an interview with building inspector of city Bajina Basta.  Mr 
Popovic said “Building removal is permitted only after the removal permit is 
obtained.” But getting removal permit is not always easy. During the construction 
process some malfunctioning activities can put in danger the security of building. 
There is a selective approach toward building demolition.”31

Crisis and discontent of last 20 years immediately reflected on future expectations of 
people of Serbia. Youngsters are not generally interested in sustainable development 
of their own country. Poverty and disorientation, fears and servility are the main 
characteristics of the modern of Serbian society. It has been seen on every corner of 
the modern cities of Serbia, but strategy for escaping common disaster still remains 
absent.

The author of this work still thinks that only comprehensive educative process of 
young men of Serbia can save the human potential of this country. 

31 D. Popovic construction engineer 4 april 2010 Department of construction and urban planning, Bajina 
Basta
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Financial investments are not only valuable and measurable parameter of construction 
achievements.

 10.8. Corruption and implications 

 There is a huge problem related to illegal building in Serbia named corruption.32 

Actual level of corruption in all segments of human activities is invisible but 
estimated as rather high.

Powerful construction companies owned by subsequently powerful men, infiltrated 
into governmental structures, adjust the corruption according to the interests of their 
own.

How corruption applies into unauthorized building work? Because of complicated 
procedures and the restraints one face with, one is ready to take an advantage of 
weakness of civic institutions. Most of   the illegal commercial shopping molls in the 
big cities, especially in the capital have been built up without proper project 
documentation. Arbitrary interventions made these phenomena even worse. Those 
who are directly involved in corrupted activities were connected to the high level of 
authority, that was a kind of habit. 

There is a lot of examples of corruption in the process of illegal building here. 
Corruption starts at the first stage of constructing, when investor tries to avoid some 
procedures which are necessary for establishing building standards. The investor pays 
in order to not to be controlled or he changes project documentation without consent 
of revisers. The officials are pretending not to see the problem, when it comes up, 
they are no more responsible. This problem mostly occurs in large investment 
projects.

Some old building can be demolished to make way for a city gallery, but municipal 
authority shows no sign of responsibility for this doleful situation. Some of urban 
attractive spaces in downtown of the capital were occupied by modern shopping molls 
made up on preexisting old buildings, without prior discussions with experts and 
without transparency. 

32 http://w.w.w.globalissues.org
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The question is who has such a power to make decision at local level, and who 
accordingly has an opportunity to take the money?

Among the various forms of corruption in the construction industry, we can see many 
taken in the planning process like adoption of modification of regulation plans. For 
example construction costs on a location with a value of 2000 Euros per square meter 
a “pie” of other costs can be added with 500-600 euros and that money will be 
apportioned between members of governmental commissions, which are usually made 
of parties participating in government.

Then there are investors who are willing to buy a new car, or to provide several 
apartments to the partners in power, just to obtain location permit within limited time 
process. 

Then we come up to decision making, where individual influence is strong, especially 
when is strongly connected with interests of parties in charge. In Serbia there is a 
strong influence of ruling parties on every day life. The law is made under the 
influence of few rich men, and parties who are financed by them.

Then civil engineers and architects have big role in corruption chain. .They let 
investors to change project documentation and upgrade building during violation of 
the procedures. 

Instead of acting within limited time inspectors usually have no back up from the 
local authorities. 

Various actors in the civil sector like: citizen groups, trade unions academia, NGOs, 
media religious associations can provide us with valuable information considering 
illegal constructing. But none of it has happened. So the private business has complete 
control over  the public sector.

Serbian society is in deep crisis, and the globalization of economy made people totally 
ambivalent towards value systems. When we talk of corruption in the most productive 
industrial business like constructing we should say that the private sector in Serbia, 
today is strong and manipulative. In Serbia this imbalance manifests itself particularly 
clear in the urban realm.
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 The Corruption chain includes investors, engineers, officials, building inspectors 
especially where the process of demolition can not be done without devastating and 
narrowing the value of investment. 

What is commonly known is that huge investments in constructing business need to 
be protected of devastation, and for that reason investors are capable for any sort of 
illegal transferring of money.

What are the measures for narrowing the room of corruption?

As corruption starts at first stage of unauthorized building work, in the procedure of 
issuing local permit or verification of project documentation, valid control should be 
established.

Then some provisions in the Law of planning and construction make a space for 
corruption through the rules of regulations.  There is definitely a problem of access to 
information, which is regulated trough certain legal acts, but not implemented in hall 
sectors of civil society. The corruptive sector of society is covered by the shadow of 
secrecy.

Second level of corruption can occur in procedure of issuing building permit, when 
most of the actors try to hide real interests, but to take this under control needs lot of 
efforts. First the local government needs to have highly trained and motivated 
officers, capable to resist corruptive tendentious. On the local level it is not rare case 
that main officer responsible for control of constructing have spouse who works in 
private agency closely related to construction activities like project biros e.g.

Local administration needs to be better organized in order to prevent any attempt of 
corruption. Building activities can continue after the suspension, in that case officials 
must do their jobs. When it comes to corruption, the situation is not better with all 
sorts of consents needed for objects with specific purposes. For example the investor 
needs a confirmation that the facility meets all requirements of power supply station, 
or fire consent issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs is needed for object with 
commercial or industrial purpose. For accelerating the procedure of issuing those 
permits an additional small sum needs to be paid 33

33 Zagorac.Z (1999) Illegal construction in Belgrade and prospects for urban development planning, City 
Planning Institute, Belgrade City administration, Republic of Serbia Yugoslavia 
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The most sensitive issue related with illegal construction activities, accelerating the 
corruption, is demolishing, involved in decision making process. In order to obstruct 
demolition procedure investors mainly desperate, are willing to offer lot of money to 
main officials, just to stop the procedure. But it is just the peak of the ice berg. 

 There are endless modification used on commercial buildings without proper 
documentation, expansion of untamed settlements and a lot of others examples of 
unauthorized building activities which are not convicted.

The weakness of enforcement law is visible in almost every corner of the country.

Average time for getting building permit for business construction is 326 days, to 
reconstruct the building one needs 118 days. This makes space for corruption on any 
level. To simplify the procedure new regulations have to be done, but seams every 
new procedure set up in the law is more complicated and demanding.

It has been estimated that in capital at least 100 000 new dwellings are needed to calm 
demand. Such a demand is the ideal accelerator for corruption considering the profit 
which can be made in construction industry.

The last provisions were created in order to prevent illegal building activities. For 
example a new house can not to be connected to the power or water facilities without 
getting building permit first. 

Corruption is sensitive phenomena; it is like huge octopus, reaching out all segments 
of life. This disease spread out over society, and various actors are involved. For 
narrowing such unfortunate event, society needs to have excellent civil control.

In construction sphere, allocation of budget money for executing purposes must be 
settled in separate account. Permanent consultation with high level officials needs to 
be done. The author thinks that repressive part of executive law has to be amended as 
soon as possible. Access of information also has to be more effective and less limited. 

In all segments of life, not just construction and building, people need to have a trust 
into political institution, to achieve this upper level of the governing needs to be 
controlled. 
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Corruption starts in the place where decision making is been done. Law makers and 
executive officials are mostly sensitive to corruption. And that is the place where 
corruption grows.

In Serbia right now, acts Anti-Corruption Agency, responsible for monitoring illegal 
activities of governments, enterprises and other institutions. When this agency claims 
that there is a conflict of interest, certain actions should apply but it is usually not like 
that. Bureaucracy is still too strong to be defeated.

It is interesting that constitutional solutions in Serbia are based on two fundamental 
principles: division of power and rule of law. “Public administration” needs to act 
according to the principle of process- legal activity of citizens in relation with the 
state. 

But when we comes to the question of corruption, those provisions don apply cause 
companies, institutions and other organizations are not equally treated in the market 
economy. That inequity is fundamental for growing up of corruption.

This state needs more stronger and competent monitoring institutions which should be 
totally independent of state administration

The sensitivity of citizens to corruption in general is stronger when related to justice. 
So court cases related to unauthorized building work usually include corruption or 
influencing the court trough personal powerful friends. 

 According to some estimates, between two and three percent of judges in Serbia are 
susceptible to corruption. Eradication of corruption can not be achieved without 
comprehensive program of ethical, democratic, legal and other rehabilitation of 
society.

10. 9. Removal policy in Serbia

A personal right is a legally determined right of a subject (a person or legal entity) to 
enjoy personal preferences. One of these preferences is right to ownership. The 
method of regulation of personal relations is based on: legal equity of parties, 
transferability of rights and obligations, sanctions and protections. Civil procedure 
law regulates personal relations like certain personal preferences e.g. privacy.  
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The procedures are defined by law, they includes building inspector actions as a part 
of the policy of preventing unauthorized buildings.

Demolition of unauthorized buildings is a highly sensitive topic from  legal point of 
view. Responsible officials need to provide equities for citizens, administration has to 
set up a stronger foundation and more clear pre-conditions for equal treatment of 
different cases.

The new material and enforcement criminal legislation come into effect through the 
provisions of Law of planning and building.

Some of the provisions in the Law are related to rights and responsabilitys of Building 
Inspectors. The provisions introduced, contain measures leading to a more 
efficient system of the demolition procedure.

The Building Inspector is entitled to stop the construction of an object which  has no 
building permit, or to make an order for demolishing such an object, if the 
investor fails  to purchase the permit.  

But is the state administration obtaining strong foundations for its operation? 

Demolition actions are usually annoying for the owner and the inspector. This is a 
typical pattern of conflict of public and private interest, which has been 
recognized, trough the enforcement law. There are certain buildings which can 
not be legalized like

• Outside  building areas in the national parks, park of nature and inside places 
with strict preservation policy,

• In   archaeological  areas,  inside  the  historical  building  entity  and in  or  by 
historic monuments,

• In  maritime property,
• In  water preservation areas,
• In areas of traffic, energetic, sewage and water facilities,
• On  agriculture land of the highest fertility,
• On  mineral resources exploitation field34

34 Law on Urban Planning and Construction (UPC Law, "Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji"), OGRS, No. 
47/2003,38/2009 * Article 97 
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The system of criminal sanctions was set up in order to prevent illegal building work. 
Some of provisions of  the Law are related to rights and responsabilitys of Building 
Inspectors. The provisions introduced, contain measures leading to a more efficient 
system of the demolition procedure

The Building Inspector is entitled to stop the construction of an object which  has no 
building permit, or to make an order for demolishing such an object, if the investor 
fails  to purchase the permit.  

But is the state administration obtaining strong foundations for its operation? 
Demolition actions are usually annoying for the owner and the inspector. This is a 
typical pattern of conflict of public and private interest, which has been recognized, 
through the enforcement law.

The question remains, what is ethical and what is not ethical in the procedure of 
demolition of illegal buildings? The contemporary practice, therefore, requires from 
public official a need to demonstrate his conscience and honesty by acting according 
to the prescribed procedures. 
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Between the legislature and non-ethical but allowed behavior (which becomes 
acceptable if it is supported by political power), a situation of private 
preference over public interest, is almost unavoidable. Fundamental regulatory 
mechanisms for control over this power are still missing.

The author has conducted interviews with owners who are faced with demolition and 
most of them claimed that the inequity of procedure and the additional 
influence of some “powerful” individuals is the most depressing situation they 
have came across.

Considering the increase of social sensitivity now days, building inspectors are in a 
tough position, and their decision making procedure is very often faced with 
growing anger of the citizens. On the other hand, sanctions are prescribed in 
case the inspectors don’t meet their obligations.

The fact is that poverty and culture undeniably plays a role in illegal construction. 
Those who have migrated to the big cities, without the elementary 
fundamentals and circumstances for a decent life have no other chance than to 
build settlements on undeveloped land. 

Building Inspectors usually offers administrative measures, control measures and 
penal measures through the administrative act.

 But in practice people still believes that demolishing procedure could be somehow 
terminated. People usually say “We have no other place to go”, but in spite of 
screaming protesters, demolition policy should be done without exceptions. 

 10.10. US law of demolition

 In order to compare two different procedures the author has done web search of 
Governmental demolition in U.S.A.35 For example Statutes which permit building 
demolitions are upheld by the Court.. There is even a Uniform Code for Abetment of 
Dangerous Buildings. The general rule in United States is that government can 
regulate the use of private property to a certain extent. Sometimes “regulating” goes 
to “taking” which is in direct opposition to the Fifth Amendment of the American 
Constitution. Land owner are compensated of such taking, through the decision of the 
Court, but these cases are not very frequent. Those cases where the law of demolition 
applies are: slum clearance, growth management, zoning as well as cases of housing 

35 http://definitions.uslegal.com/d/demolition/
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code enforcement.36 Even in USA  the process of demolition can be costly, time 
consuming. Engineering report could take 5-8 months, report costs between $ 5,000 
to $6,000.37

The author of this text came to the conclusion that US law of demolition actually does 
not contain provisions according to the unauthorized building. Those cases which are 
regulated by the law are mainly related to the demolition of old buildings.

 

11. Analysis of empirical study

The focus of this paper is to explain the impact of illegal constructing on everyday life 
and possible consequences of this anti-social behavior. The illegal is crucial emphasis 
of this research.  The concept of thesis started with counting possible methods and 
aims and was finished with a comprehensive analysis of findings.

The main part was dedicated to questions that can be asked and to crucial moments of 
such actions like illegal constructing in Serbia. There are other areas that were 
changed under the influence of the phenomena of unauthorized building. One of them 

36http.www.dallascityhall.com/committee_briefings/briefings0410/PS_Demolition_Process_for_Urban_
Nuisances_041910.pdf://  
http.www.dallascityhall.com/committee_briefings/briefings0410/PS_Demolition_Process_for_Urban_Nu
isances_041910.pdf://

37
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was the quality of human housing and social life. The economic aspect of this kind of 
human aspect was partly touched and construction sector partly collapsed in the 
matters of regulations. Some of facts considered of Serbia were described, and some 
about functioning of Serbian society was also said here The devolution of moral 
issues will result with speculative raids and this is one of possible explanation of 
radical changes in human behaving.

The author of this paper tried to illuminate the hidden part of society and its 
phenomenology. 

The author of this study also focused on globalization phenomenology and impact it 
has done. Considering the role of IMF (International Monetary Fund) we can say that 
globalization process come trough the role of IMF and other great players on 
monetary market. For example IMF offers loans to countries in financial trouble in 
order to stabilize their economy and return to “normalcy” in the economic sense. As a 
condition of theses loans various reforms aimed must be undertaken. The devolution 
of the currency will make raw material cheaper to undersized nations. This leads to 
capital inflow. The inflow of foreign capital often strains the local production and 
creates demand goods that were not previously available. Traditional goods and 
services are going to be vanished. It can result in social displacement, unemployment 
and widening gap between the rich who can benefit from these new directions and the 
poor who do not have the access to these services and goods.

The chapter refers to illegal building are divided into two parts: the one dedicated to 
description of the phenomena and the other explains measures and activities taken by 
government in order to prevent these anti-social phenomena.

The chapter about corruption contains several approaches to this indicative process 
well known to all societies’ not just Serbian society. But in special circumstances 
Serbian society works today, this event has become unavoidable from many reasons.

First Serbian economy is for many decades in deep crisis. This is caused by several 
war happened at the neighborhood as well as in Serbia itself.  Serbian asset declines 
rapidly.

Many reforms undertaken by Serbian governments resulted in more complicated 
administration and reduce of GDP (Gross Domestic Product). The demand and 
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reforms increased unemployment. This gave great opportunities for market 
speculations, conflict of interests and corruption itself. Issues such as ongoing 
corruption let economic growth being in downturn level. 

Last part of this work was dedicated to demolition policy. Law of demolition contains 
provisions which deprive life liberty as well as property. That power must be 
supported by a valid public purpose. Actually privet property can not be impaired 
without a prior court order. In Serbia only 5% of illegal building cases have been 
processed. Administrative procedure requires some demolition actions and those 
procedures are undertaken by Building Construction Inspector.

In the last chapter conclusions will be exposed as well as some suggestions by the 
author herself.

12. Conclusions

ILLEGAL BUILDING is global epidemic in Serbia. This is most devastating process 
that has ever been undertaken in the history of Balkan.

All past and present governments have been struggling with illegal building work, but 
there has always been a lack of publicity considering illegal building topic. Urban 
planning and design has no chance compare to unauthorized building as long as this 
process is tolerated by governments. To furnish pipes, water, sewers or drainage, 
several good planning actions are needed. But under the illegal building work those 
plans have become useless and they failed of success. 

Landowners, landlords and other “businessmen” make huge profit of illegal building 
regardless of efforts of the state to keep it under control. Buying and selling illegal 
construction has become highly profitable landlordism.

Some of those settlements are “protected” by the gangs of drugs and arm dealers.

There are lots of small commercial enterprises who are not legally registered, and 
don’t  pay taxes, but still working on sealing goods and services referring to illegal 
construction.38

38 Krtalic, V(2006).:  Unathouriyed building,reasons and qonsequences  (Bespravna gradnja, uzroci i  
posljedice), Noviinformator Government of the Republic of Croatia; 1992: 
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Irregularly shaped and sized plots, where illegal constructions were built, brake legal 
standards, and threaten human environment. Violating of housing standard dictated by 
building code is common sense. 

There are different sorts of building like

•  Building with use permit, 
•  Building without use permit, but with location and building permit,
•  Building without any permit.

The illegal building is often blamed for desertion of all master plans.

Recent events have shown illegal building on the potentially hazard land like building 
in the water preservation area. Recent floods came up with lot of damage on the 
unauthorized building near the river shores.  

What are the reasons for all of this? There could be numerous reasons for such 
devastation.  

1. Demographic trends

2. Typology of the building

3. Method of building

4. The land on which is being built

5. Change of economic system and political system

6. Recent wars 

7. Privatization of economy

8. Privatization of socially owned housing
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9.  Privatization of state-owned land 

10. Corruption

            Whatever the author of this work thinks, several measures taken by Serbian 
government, should prevent this phenomenology.
           First no exceptions should be allowed because the Law applies for everyone. 
Good planning and urban design is imperative of technical optimization. 

          Enforcement actions should be undertaken by other officials then municipality 
officials who give the force of law. Good planning and urban design is imperative of 
technical optimization.  Cadastre and land registers must be integrated with data base 
of other spatial data. That collaborates with other official entities.

         The state needs to deliver public services in manageable and affordable way. For 
doing this state must be aware that only well educated population is capable to 
understand the purpose and future benefit of spatial planning. All public services must 
be approachable to all humans regardless of their political affections, nationality, 
material status or ethnicity. 

Unauthorized buildings are usually unequipped with all utilities are implemented, but 
people lives there  having all social activates.

Poor economic conditions, unemployment and other social stuffs have been resulted 
in poor constructing standards and poor living conditions in unauthorized building.

Mainly low or middle classes live in illegal building which is the reality of Serbian 
society.

 Having this in mind we can say that this devastation is the result of multipurpose 
facts. Serbia has a great job to make implementation of the law, in a way that all 
activities which should be taken by Serbian government do not harm the life condition 
of Serbian people.
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